
Every successful gamer has a compelling story of passion, determination, 
and talent. In each episode, we go in-depth with one unique streamer, 

creator or pro gamer through our exclusive access, exploring more 
profound topics than the personas audiences see, inside the joys and 
struggles that every top gamer experiences. We chronicle each 
gamer’s path to success and reveal the inside stories of their most 
significant accomplishments.

Gamebreakers is a documentary series profiling the innovators, trailblazers and 
champions that are part of the booming world of online entertainment. 

A new documentary series highlighting the 
exceptional streamers, personalities and pros 
doing incredible things in the gaming world

15 X 30 MIN. EPISODES PROFILING GAMING'S BEST

Abbe “DieHardBirdie” Borg, the world’s oldest esports 
champion at 78

Jaden “Wolfiez” Ashman, the Fortnite phenomenon who 
becamea millionaire at 15

Autumn Rhodes, a fantastic female player proving FPS 
games aren’t just for guys

Gary Merritt, YouTube’s trailblazing Minecraft creator

Alicia Junus, a team owner creating positive change 
in the fighting game community

Mr. Moss & Clutch, two of Madden’s top competitors 
now developing a game of their own 

Season 2 is even more high-profile, sitting down with 
the best and brightest pros to chart the twists and 
turns of their successful journey to the top. We also 
profile incredible new streaming channels, 
communities, and phenomena that engage 
millions of fans worldwide as the gaming sphere 
expands.



Episode Guide

Chess    |    The Resurgence of One of Our Oldest Games 
Chess.com: Over 2 million social followers 
Nemo Zhou: Over 500,000 social followers 

This episode will highlight the rise of chess’s popularity as a virtual game on Twitch. Throughout the 
episode, we’ll meet with virtual chess organizers like Chess.com and famous players like Nemo 
Zhou, who have seen and participated in the massive upswing in chess’s fame.

Sceptic    |    The Fortnite Phenomenon 
Sceptic: Over 2 million social followers 

Griffin “Sceptic” Spikoski is one of the youngest and most successful pro gamers in history. This 
episode answers the question - how does a budding prodigy become a man with a plan? Sceptic will 
speak candidly on upping his game so that he stands the test of time as more than just a boy 
wonder. 

Negaoryx    |    From “Meme Girl” to Breakout Superstar 
Negaoryx: Over 300,000 social followers 

This episode follows Negaoryx’s story from relative obscurity to being retweeted by Hollywood 
celebrities with her gaming content, as well as all the trials, tribulations and triumphs which come 
with that journey. 

Nolan Bushnell    |    The Godfather of Electronic Gaming 
A historical trailblazer, Nolan is an Atari founder, video game hall of famer and forefather of all 
electronic gaming as we know it today. From Pong to Chuck E. Cheese, he’ll shed light on the real 
stories behind his innovations and how he’s still trying to break new ground today. 

Steve Saylor    |    Gaming Accessibility Ambassador
Steve Saylor is helping everyone see the importance of accessibility in gaming. This blind gamer 
proves that the visually impaired can game just like everyone else and is the driving force behind top 
studios making their games accessible to all players.

BigCheese KIT    |    The Power of Positivity 
BigCheese KIT: Over 100,000 social followers 

T-Pain: Over 4 million social followers

This is the story of Twitch’s Big Cheese, a streamer whose goal is to put a smile on every viewer’s 
face. And as one of Twitch’s most over-the-top entertainers, who was signed live on stream by 

T-Pain's Nappy Boy Gaming team, he’s achieving that goal.

Music on Twitch    |    Bringing a Whole New Sound to Twitch
Herman Li: Over 1.6 million social followers 

Twitch is more than just a live gaming platform - in this episode, we’ll meet musicians like 
Herman Li, A Couple Streams and Melissa Lamm, who are using Twitch to take their music 

careers to the next level. 

The Stream Queens    |    Dragging Up the Twitch World 
DEERE: Over 150,000 social followers 

The Stream Queens and their founder, DEERE, are an all-drag troupe of content creators, 
unifying Twitch’s kings, queens, characters, and creatures. This episode is about their rise on 

Twitch to form their own safe space and blaze a trail for LGBTQ+ on the internet. 

MissHarvey    |    Trailblazing Equality Advocate 
Miss Harvey: Over 200,000 social followers 

Stephanie “Miss” Harvey has done it all, from being a pro CS:GO player to game developer and 
all points in between, all the while advocating against gender discrimination in pro gaming. 


